PYGMALION OR PROCRUSTES?
the imitation of the other occupations, leads to making a
sawmill, or a derrick, or a fire engine. The love of adventure
leads the imitation into paths peopled by soldiers and
sailors, cowboys and Indians, Vikings and Cavaliers Heroes
are chosen and abandoned Everything depends on Just
which heroes come to have a prolonged influence. For
the imitation will extend to matters other than those which
are the primary source of attraction, and it is in this way
that a shifting of the focus of imitation sets in which may lead
either upward or downward. The boy imitates, is attracted
by " Single-Shot Sam " because of his thrilling adventures,
his bravery, his personal prowess. But he also imitates his
bad language, his disdain of the law, his cruelty. Luckily,
there are heroes of fiction in boys' stories who are more
desirable characters, though it is, apparently, hard to keep
them equally interesting. But several writers of a generation
ago did so with success; and, on a very high plane of litera-
ture, Kipling does so now, and others with him. Boys*
characters are more moulded by what they read, I believe,
than is commonly realized.
It comes all to this, that the hammer of Procrustes is the
rule or law arbitrarily enforced, and grudgingly obeyed ;
while the chisel of Pygmalion is the tone set by the school
as a community, the unwritten law enshrined in custom
and tradition. As ever, direct suggestion is likely to fail,
suggestion believed to come from within likely to succeed.
Not without a bearing on character training is the question,
to what extent education is a preparation ior the future, to
what extent it is for the present One type of schooling
looks upon childhood as entirely a period of preparation for
manhood. Sometimes it is preparation for the cultured
leisure, sometimes for the business or vocation, sometimes
just for the snobbishness, of later life In its noblest form
it is preparation for the trials and moral struggles of this
world, into which the pupil at adolescence is to be thrown.
Many of these are right and proper aims of education. But
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